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Induction Cooker AMZCHEF CB16-BK

AMZCHEF CB16-BK induction stove
The AMZCHEF CB16-BK single zone induction stove offers an impressive 2,000 watts of total power for fast and even cooking. Whether
you're preparing a quick snack or an elaborate dinner, this stove provides the necessary conditions to prepare any dish.
 
Intuitive operation 
The stove is  easy to use,  all  thanks to the touch panel.  It  is  highly  responsive,  providing the user  with the convenience and speed of
adjusting settings.  It  allows you to easily control  the cooking temperature and other functions,  making meal preparation a simple and
enjoyable experience.
 
Elegant design
The AMZCHEF CB16-BK features an ultra-thin design that blends seamlessly into modern kitchens. Its compact dimensions (350 x 280 x
44.5 mm) make it a great solution for small spaces, offering energy efficiency without taking up much space. What's more, the stove was
created with black polished crystal glass, which not only adds to its elegance, but also makes it scratch-resistant and fabulously easy to
clean.
 
Full control over cooking temperatures
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With AMZCHEF, you can prepare your favorite dishes with ease. With a temperature range of 60 to 240℃ and adjustable power from 300
to 2,000 watts, the stove is not only energy efficient, but also allows you to fine-tune the settings to suit your dish. Whether you want to
gently warm milk or fry juicy steaks, the stove is up to any challenge!
 
Safety and smart features
Cooking  with  AMZCHEF  is  not  only  efficient,  but  also  safe.  The  stove  is  equipped  with  advanced  safety  features,  including  overheat
protection  and  automatic  shutdown  when  you  leave  the  burner  on  without  a  pot.  In  addition,  an  error  code  system  alerts  you  if  the
temperature exceeds 280℃, preventing accidents and damage. 
 
	Manufacturer
	AMZCHEF
	Model 
	CB16-BK
	Cooking zone
	1 induction zone
	Total power
	2000 W
	Dimensions 
	350 x 280 x 44.5 mm
	Voltage
	220-240V ~ 50/60Hz
	Temperature range
	60-240℃ (300 - 2000 W)
	Total current
	15A
	Material
	Black polished crystal glass

Preço:

Antes: € 53.0007

Agora: € 47.50

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Other
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